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Deutsch wins
Sony’s $150M
PlayStation biz
Account move breaks up
a 13-year relationship
with TBWA/Chiat/Day

‘A LEGACY BRAND’

Facebook
From Page 1

this because I received no notification while I was on Overstock.com
that they had the Facebook Beacon
installed on the site. If they had, I
would have turned it off,” she
wrote on her blog, Groundswell.
The experience prompted Ms. Li,
and 50,000 other Facebook users, to
join a Facebook group opposing
Beacon. The group, created by
MoveOn.org, was titled “Petition:
Facebook, stop invading my privacy!” And it wasn’t just regular old
consumers who found it to be a
breach of privacy and the implicit
agreement between themselves and
Facebook: a quick scan of the group’s
members included users from ad
agencies Ogilvy and DDB, Facebook
investor Microsoft and a marketer at
a major package-goods company,
who invited Jim Nail, chief strategy
and chief marketing officer at
Cymfony, to join the group.
“Every media type has that tension between editorial, which is
what users really want, the content,
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TBWA was eliminated from contention Nov. 28. Earlier last week
week, Sony asked Deutsch and
Publicis for further information.
The account includes duties for
PS3, PS2, PS1 and the
PlayStation network as well as all
game titles.
In a statement, TBWA said:
“TBWA/Chiat/Day is very proud
of the contributions that we have
made over the past 12 years to
establish PlayStation as a legacy
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interpublic group of Cos.’
Deutsch, Los Angeles, has won the
$150 million PlayStation advertising account, executives familiar
with the matter said.
Deutsch’s win—for which it
beat out Publicis in the West,
Seattle, Venables Bell & Partners,
San Francisco, and RPA, Santa
Monica, Calif.—breaks a 13-year
relationship
between
Sony
Computer Entertainment of
America and Omnicom Group’s
TBWA/Chiat/Day.
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PS3: The account includes duties for

the latest console.
brand. The current work in the
marketplace has had tremendous
impact and speaks for itself. We
wish them the best.”
Sony Computer Entertainment
of America in 1994 hired the
agency, then known as Chiat/Day,
for the launch of the first
PlayStation. It later launched a
series of next-generation systems,
winning numerous awards for the
work over the years.
According to TNS Media
Intelligence, Sony spent $94 million on measured media in 2006.
A Deustch representative
referred calls to the client, and
Publicis declined to comment.
Representatives for the other
agencies and for Sony couldn’t be
immediately reached. Agency
search
consultancy
Select
Resources International, which led
the search, declined to comment.
and the advertising. But it’s more
pronounced in social media because
the value consumers are looking for
are those personal relationships,”
Mr. Nail said. “In any other kind of
content, there’s at least some set of
advertisers that are relevant.”
To hear Facebook explain
Beacon, it sounds innocent enough.
“All we’re trying to do is make
sure anytime there is a trusted
word-of-mouth referral that your
friend has made about this product,
we share that information with
you,” Chamath Palihapitiya,
Facebook’s VP-product marketing
and operations, said at the launch of
Beacon.
But to look at Beacon’s purpose
as solely to amplify user recommendations is only part of the
story. The other part is, of course, to
incorporate commercial conversation into the social network to
which Facebook can sell and attach
advertising. If a user purchases a
pair of Nike running shoes and
Beacon alerts his or her friends,
Nike could buy an ad to run alongside that alert that would include a
link to a website—a “social ad,” if
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magazines
or
radio,
ZenithOptimedia expects you to
lose share. Even TV, still the
biggest and most powerful way to
reach a lot of customers at once, is
projected to essentially hold its
ground on the global stage, taking
a 37.9% slice in 2008 after getting
37.7% in 2007. Outdoor, for its
part, will expand its stake to 5.7%
from 5.6%, and cinema will
improve to 0.5% from 0.4%.
In the U.S., network TV is facing still unquantifiable risk from
the writers strike, according to Tim
Jones, CEO of ZenithOptimedia
Americas. “In 1988, it lasted 22
weeks, which is clearly a long
time,” he said. “The three major
networks lost 6% of their audience
to cable. And that was never recaptured.”

“Every media type
has that tension
between editorial,
which is what users
really want … and
the advertising.”
you will.
Facebook’s Beacon travails are a
lesson in the obvious: that advertising and user interests are often at
odds. And in this case, it’s not just
Facebook’s reputation that can be
damaged by the perceived breach of
trust but the involved marketers’ as
well.
Facebook executives suggest that
users often need time to get used to
and find the value in their new services, pointing to the launch of the
Facebook news feed in fall 2006.
Like with Beacon, users revolted,
created protest groups and, soon,
Facebook modified the service to
give users more control.
People were initially skeptical
about the news feed, Mr.

The area that’s perhaps the
most interesting and difficult to
watch going into 2008, however, is
event marketing and experiential
media, Mr. Jones said. “Everyone
talks about migration to the internet, but experiential-type media
are seeing huge increases—that are
difficult to capture.”
The industry, however, can be
grateful in 2008 for a few gifts.
“Look ahead to 2008, and it’s definitely a quadrennial year, and the
Olympics and Euro 2008 football
tournament and the presidential
elections may well be disguising
some underlying performance,”
Mr. Jones said. “That’s a key
thing to say. We’re all carefully
watching the economy. If it wasn’t for those things, which actually account for a considerable
amount of investment, we would
be about flat year to year in

growth.”
Quadrennial effects or no, if
growth is your game, the forecast
calls more than ever for a current
passport.
“North America used to be half
of advertising expenditures,” Mr.
Jones said. “We’re seeing its share
drop a full point every year at this
point. That’s being made up for
everywhere east of Eastern Europe.
Look at the multinationals and
where their investments are
focused: the Russias, Chinas and
Indias of the world. That’s true of
our business and media vendor
companies as well.”
Between now and 2010, according to the forecast, the 10 fastestgrowing ad markets will be
Kazakhstan in the pole position
followed by Belarus, Serbia, Egypt,
Russia, Moldova, Indonesia, the
United Arab Emirates, Ukraine
and what the agency refers to as
“Pan Arab.”

Palihapitiya said, but once they
started using it, they “were convinced about the power of it.”
Others suggested it was only a matter of time until a Facebook user
accidentally broadcast the purchase
of an embarrassing self-help book
or porn video. (One commenter on
Ms. Li’s blog said Beacon had
ruined his marriage proposal by
broadcasting an Overstock.com
purchase of an engagement ring to
his entire network—including his
girlfriend.)
In Ms. Li’s scenario, a prompt
should have appeared on the
Overstock.com site alerting her to
Beacon and offering an opt-out
opportunity. Additionally, the next
time she logged in to Facebook, a
second notification should have
allowed her to opt out of the Beacon
alert. The only trouble is there was
no alert on Overstock.com, and the
Facebook alert can easily be overlooked—if a user doesn’t see it to
opt out, the message will be sent
automatically. Under the retooled
Beacon system, overlooking the
prompt on the Facebook home page
will not lead to publication of a

story; a user will have to “OK” the
notification.
It’s unclear how much the added
privacy controls could reduce the
number of Beacon messages across
Facebook, and a request for further
comment from the company went
unanswered.
Still, while Facebook may have
erred in veering too commercial too
quickly, Mr. Nail pointed out that
Facebook listened and reacted
quickly. In the days before social
media, it took media companies six
months to a year to respond to the
uproar over pop-up ads, he said.
“Today they’re getting immediate
feedback, saying ‘OK users, we hear
you; we’ll do the right thing.’”
Added Adam Green of
MoveOn.org in a celebratory statement: “If Facebook changes their
policy so that no private purchases
made on other websites are displayed publicly on Facebook without a user’s explicit permission, that
would be a huge step in the right
direction—and would say a lot
about the ability of everyday internet users to band together to make
a difference.”
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